
Y10 Spanish Assessment 1: Spanish Language Film Competition

Objective:

To showcase linguistic proficiency and creative expression through filmmaking in
Spanish

.

Task Description:

You will participate in a film competition where you will create a 2-3 minute film entirely
in Spanish. The film should demonstrate your language skills at their curriculum level
while also showcasing creativity and storytelling abilities.

Instructions:

1. Topic Selection:
● Choose a topic or theme for your film that interests the group.
● Ensure the topic allows for creative storytelling and the use of Spanish

language.
2. Scriptwriting:



● Collaboratively write a script in Spanish for your film.
● Use vocabulary and language structures appropriate for your curriculum

level.
● Incorporate the phrase "¡De verdad?!" ("Really?!") into the dialogue as

instructed.
3. Filming and Production:

● Use available resources such as smartphones, cameras, or editing
software to film and produce your movie.

● Pay attention to visual and audio elements, including lighting, sound, and
editing.

4. Language Proficiency:
● Demonstrate language proficiency by using appropriate vocabulary,

grammar, and pronunciation.
● Ensure clarity and coherence in dialogue and narration.

5. Creative Expression:
● Showcase creativity and storytelling abilities through engaging plot,

characters, and cinematography.
● Explore innovative ways to convey meaning and emotion in your film.

6. Inclusion of Phrase:
● Include the phrase "¡De verdad?!" in a natural and contextually appropriate

manner within your film.
● Ensure its integration contributes to the storyline or dialogue.

Students' ability to show their Spanish language proficiency, cultural engagement and collaboration in

a creative way

Criteria Working Towards AT Above Beyond

Language

Proficiency

Limited use of

Spanish language

features, limited

understanding of

grammar.

Basic use of Spanish

language features,

some understanding

of grammar.

Proficient use of

Spanish language

features

demonstrates

understanding of

grammar.

Advanced use of

Spanish language

features, showcases

mastery of grammar.



Creative

Expression

Limited creativity and

originality, minimal

engagement with

cultural elements.

Basic creativity and

originality, some

engagement with

cultural elements.

Proficient creativity

and originality,

effective integration

of cultural elements.

Advanced creativity

and originality,

innovative integration

of cultural elements.

Inclusion of

Phrase

Limited integration of

the required phrase,

lack of creativity in

usage.

Basic integration of

the required phrase,

some creativity in

usage.

Proficient integration

of the required phrase

demonstrates

creativity and

ingenuity in usage.

Advanced integration

of the required phrase,

showcases inventive

and seamless usage.

Collaboration

and Teamwork

Limited collaboration,

and minimal

contribution from

some group

members.

Basic collaboration,

equal contribution

from most group

members.

Proficient

collaboration, and

strong contribution

from all group

members.

Advanced

collaboration, and

exemplary

contribution from all

group members,

fostering a highly

creative and

supportive

environment.


